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The Expert Editor's most popular service for authors is book editing. The Expert Editor is a popular professional editing
option for authors in Australia and.

You may also contact the ASA office at asa asauthors. Sound familiar? A copy edit includes the following
checks: punctuation and spelling sentence structure syntax , basic paragraph structure. If you find it impossible
to continue writing, engage editors4you. Digital publishing in theory and practice. Excuse meâ€¦what can we
do for you? On moving to Australia he worked at HarperCollins and Weldon Owen before setting up a
publishing services business. We make the process easy and affordable and give you the peace of mind that
your book will be right. This may consider the commercial viability of the manuscript. Denise Holden AE.
She was previously known as Sarah Hazelton. Ask about our no-obligation sample edit. Project managers
organise the entire production of a publishing project, including hiring staff, supervising work, liaising and
budgeting. Contact us today Please contact our friendly customer support team for more information about our
book editing services. Scott Forbes solastextanddesign. Contact Us Please complete this form and we will be
in touch shortly. Therefore, all our changes are clearly visible, allowing you to accept, reject or modify them.
Read more about turnaround times on the Prices page. The author retains complete creative control over their
work. It does not involve significant rewriting, providing a single authorial voice or tailoring text to a specific
audience â€” these belong to a structural edit. Copy editing and proofreading tend to look in detail at the
accuracy of spelling, grammar and punctuation etc, while a Manuscript Assessment will give you professional
advice on the big picture. Our affordable proofreading service is designed to give your ms that final
professional polish that it deserves. Whether you have completed your manuscript and require a professional
editor immediately, or are researching your options for the future, we are happy to answer your questions and
discuss your needs. Clients can choose their preferred return date and we never charge extra for a short
turnaround. Please note that the ASA offers no endorsement or recommendation of the information or services
that may be provided on these websites. Valerie discusses how to be your own editor, polish and draft your
manuscript. Submissions should be around third draft status, already be as clean and tight as the author can
make it on their own - and be ready for the resource of a professional editor to bring the work to publish-ready
status. Gail Tagarro of editors4you. Check out how much your book will cost to edit using our Price
Calculator. This means no other person has access to your work during the editorial process. Our mission is to
assist you in publishing a book that your readers will love, and that includes quality writing that is error-free
and consistent. A basic proofread is designed to pick any remaining errors in grammar, punctuation and
spelling and is not designed as an alternative to editing. It could include rewriting a document in plain English.
If you then commission us to do your edit, we will deduct the sample edit fee from your invoice. Please note
that the ASA offers no endorsement or recommendation of the information or services that may be provided
on the IPED website. Some editors offer full self-publishing assistance and will oversee the entire production
process. No nasty surprises at the end! Whilst our editors pay attention to the many universal norms of good
writing, we also optimise the language in the context of the genre and target audience. We like this. We have
created a worldwide database of qualified editors with specialties covering all genres. What does it mean to
you? Meet our editors here Here's a breakdown of the editing services we provide: Manuscript Assessment
AKA Structural or Substantive Edit This is a great place to start if you need a critical eye to check over your
manuscript before submitting it for editing. As the author of your work, you will become so close to your
writing that you can no longer see the proverbial wood for the trees.


